Lesson Title: The Endangered West
Appropriate for Grade Level(s): 7-8
Nevada Social Studies Standards
H1.[6-8].7 Explore the lure of the West and the reality of life on the frontier as it relates to communication, farming and
water issues, mining, and ranching.
H1.[6-8].10 Describe the role of farming, railroads, and mining in the settlement of the West.
H2.[6-8].6 Describe the effects of tourism and gaming on Nevada.
H4.[6-8].12 Explain the significance of major news events Nevada and at the
national and world levels.
G6.[6-8].7 Compare how cultural characteristics affect different points of view with regard to places and regions.
G7.[6-8].2 Describe how movements of people, goods, ideas, and resources have affected events and conditions in the
past and present.
G8.[6-8].2 Evaluate the role of technology in the human modification of the physical environment.
G8.[6-8].3 Describe the changes that result from human modification of the physical environment.
G8.[6-8].8 Evaluate different viewpoints regarding a resource.
C15.[6-8].6 Provide examples of contemporary public issues that may require public solutions.
Common Core Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies:
R6.8.1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.
R6-8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including vocabulary specific to domains
related to history/social studies.
R6-8.7 Integrate visual information (e.g. in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) with other information in print
and digital texts.

Lesson Outline:
Time Frame
60 minutes
Teacher
preparation
30 minutes
Video Clip 1
30 minutes
Video Clip
#2
90 minutes

What is the teacher doing?

What are students doing?

Become familiar with the background information related
to the greater sage grouse in Nevada (attached). Review
video clips and graphic organizers.

N/A

Pass out the video clip #1 form. Access video clip. Lead
discussion of video questions.

Answer Video clip #1 questions
during video viewing.

Access video clip #2, have groups discuss what
information they gained from the video.

Participate in class/group
discussions on the topic.

Socratic Seminar:

Prepare, participate, and reflect

1) Instruct students to complete the Socratic
Seminar Preparation page.
2) Explain norms for Socratic Seminar.
3) Engage students in a Socratic Seminar.
Discussion. It should be student-led, with teacher
facilitating discussion. Goal is for students to gain
a better understanding of the issues through a
discussion, not to DEBATE/ARGUE. Students are
allowed to have accountable talk prompts and the
preparation page in front of them during
discussion.
4) After the discussion, students REFLECT on how
the discussion progressed
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Background Information (for teachers)
The Endangered Species Act was signed into law by President Richard Nixon in 1973. It was designed to protect
imperiled species from extinction as a consequence of economic growth and development. The plain intent of Congress in
enacting the ESA, as determined by the Supreme Court, “was to halt and repair the trend toward extinction whatever the
cost.”
The United States Fish and Wildlife Service, one of the agencies administering the Endangered Species Act, has
presented the possibility of listing the greater sage grouse as an endangered species. As the sage grouse habitat has
declined so has its population. Current estimates are between 200,000 and 500,000 sage grouse across the West.
The greater sage grouse is the largest grouse in North America. Its range is sagebrush country in the Western United
States and Canada. The gallinaceous bird’s main diet is sagebrush, but it will also eat insects and other plants.
Two of the greatest threats to the species are predation and loss of sage brush habitat. In Nevada alone over four million
acres of rangeland have been devoured by fire since 2001. Much of it is crucial habitat and a primary food source for sage
grouse. Populations suffer when the sagebrush ecosystem gets out of balance or when development alter or destroy the
habitat. Since the bird makes its nests on the ground, it is dependent on the dense sagebrush to protect its nest from
predators and the elements. Ravens and crows are significant predators on sage grouse nests.
The U.S. Geologic Survey is using modern technology to conduct studies to better understand the sage grouse. The
project examines how to curtail predation and to determine whether the number of birds are shrinking or stabilizing.

Other	
   groups	
   are	
   working	
   to	
   restore	
   rangeland	
   habitat	
   lost	
   to	
   wildfires.	
   A	
   major	
   issue	
   is	
   the	
   invasion	
   of	
   cheatgrass,	
   a	
  
monoculture,	
  that	
  often	
  overtakes	
  burned	
  rangeland	
  before	
  native	
  grasses	
  and	
  sagebrush	
  can	
  reestablish.	
  Rangelands	
  
dominated	
  by	
  cheatgrass	
  burn	
  more	
  easily	
  than	
  native	
  vegetation.	
  Lightning	
  strikes	
  on	
  tinder	
  dry	
  cheatgrass	
  are	
  a	
  major	
  
cause	
  of	
  the	
  increasing	
  number	
  of	
  wildfires	
  in	
  the	
  West.	
  Some	
  contend	
  that	
  livestock	
  can	
  be	
  an	
  important	
  tool	
  in	
  slowing	
  
the	
  spread	
  of	
  cheatgrass.	
  Grazing	
  herbivores	
  like	
  cattle	
  and	
  sheep	
  placed	
  on	
  a	
  burned	
  area	
  at	
  the	
  proper	
  time	
  can	
  help	
  
prevent	
  cheatgrass	
  from	
  getting	
  established.	
  This	
  will	
  allow	
  the	
  native	
  brush	
  and	
  plants	
  to	
  return	
  to	
  the	
  area.	
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Vocabulary Graphic Organizer

Word

Definition/Context Sentence

Illustration

Gallinaceous Bird

Examples:

Invasive Species

Examples:

Sagebrush
Ecosystem

Examples:

Endangered

Examples:
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Vocabulary Graphic Organizer

Word
Gallinaceous Bird

Definition/Context Sentence

Illustration

“Sage grouse are a gallinaceous bird and they are the
largest North American grouse species.”
Gallinaceous: of or relating to an order (Galliformes) of heavybodied largely terrestrial birds including the pheasants,
turkeys, grouse, and the common domestic chicken.

Examples:

Invasive Species

“That monoculture is often the invasion of cheatgrass, an
invasive species that is often the first to return after a fire.”
Invasive species: an organism (plant, animal, fungus, or
bacterium) that is not native and has negative effects on our
economy, our environment, or our health. Not all introduced
species are invasive. Invasive plants and animals are the
second greatest threat to biodiversity after habitat loss.

Examples:

Sagebrush
Ecosystem

“The threats that sagebrush ecosystems face are daunting.”
Sagebrush ecosystems occur in the cold deserts of the
Western United States. The climate of the region is arid to
semi-arid and is characterized by long and cold winters and
hot and dry summers. Most precipitation falls in winter as
snow.

Examples:

Endangered

“Many question how a bird could be endangered when it’s
documented that over ½ million still roam the West.”
Endangered: A species seriously at risk of extinction.

Examples:
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Endangered West: Stewards of the Rangeland
Video Clip 1
During video, record the arguments/points raised by each speaker.
Question: If there are really ½ million sage grouse still roaming the West, should they
be listed as an endangered species?
Speaker’s Name Main Ideas/Thoughts
Quinton Barr
Range Management
Consultant

Ted Koch
Nevada State
Supervisor
U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service

Question: If ravens, as many contend, are a major threat to sage grouse survival
should more be killed to help save the sage grouse?
Speaker’s Name Main Ideas/Thoughts
Dr. Peter Coates
Western Ecological
Research Center
U.S. Geological
Survey

Quinton Barr
Range Management
Consultant

Demar Dahl
Elko County
Commissioner

Sean Espinoza
Wildlife Staff
Specialist
Nevada Department
of Wildlife
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Endangered West: Stewards of the Rangeland
Video Clip 1 (Answer Key)
During video, record the arguments/points raised by each speaker.
Question: If there are really ½ million sage grouse still roaming the West, should they
be listed as an endangered species?
Speaker’s Name Main Ideas/Thoughts
Quinton Barr
Range Management
Consultant

Ted Koch
Nevada State
Supervisor
U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service

It’s going to affect 54 million acres across 11 states. The existing
population is 500,000 and to safeguard it from long term extinction 5,000
birds is a minimum population.
In 2010, it was determined that the sage grouse do deserve protection.
Final determination to proposing to list them is September 2015. The
law states that if the sage grouse is endangered in all or a significant
portions of its range it merits listing. In 38 of 41 populations, they are
below viability.

Question: If ravens, as many contend, are a major threat to sage grouse survival
should more be killed to help save the sage grouse?
Speaker’s Name Main Ideas/Thoughts
Dr. Peter Coates The U.S. Geological Survey and is collecting information on the bird.
Western Ecological
Research Center
U.S. Geological
Survey

They are interested in where the bird goes and the predator community.
The information is being collected through GPS and cameras. The main
predators are ravens.

Quinton Barr

The raven population is out of control due to the scaling back of
predator control programs.

Range Management
Consultant

Demar Dahl
Elko County
Commissioner

Sean Espinoza
Wildlife Staff
Specialist
Nevada Department
of Wildlife

The Nevada Department of Wildlife can kill 2,000 ravens a year which
is not sufficient.
When the ravens are focused on looking for sage grouse nests, they
work with wildlife service to control the raven population.
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Endangered West: Stewards of the Rangeland
Video Clip 2
During video, record the problem, possible solutions, and the results provided.
Questions: Should ranchers use cattle to help reduce cheatgrass on the rangelands?
How do you think sagebrush habitat could best be restored or saved to help the sage
grouse?
	
  

Problem:

Possible Solutions:
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Endangered West: Stewards of the Rangeland
Video Clip 2 (Answer Key)
During video, record the problem, possible solutions, and the results provided.
Questions: Should ranchers use cattle to help reduce cheatgrass on the rangelands?
How do you think sagebrush habitat could best be restored or saved to help the sage
grouse?
Problem: Wildfires are devastating to the sagebrush ecosystem. The problem is what steps should
be taken to prevent wildfires from occurring and to prevent the invasive plant, cheatgrass, from taking
over once a wildfire has occurred?

Possible Solutions:
Restore the land after a fire by reseeding.

Reduce wildfire fuel through grazing cattle.
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(Results) Pro and Con
Often using a variety of seeds will bring back the
sagebrush and native grasses.
The sagebrush may return to the strip that was
aerially seeded; however there is hardly any
natural plants beyond that strip.
If an area has been burned more than once in a
short span of time, the land may never come
back.
The cattle can reduce the amount of cheatgrass;
therefore, reducing the chance of fire.
Overgrazing will destroy habitat for all kinds of
other species.
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Endangered West: Socratic Seminar Preparation Guide

Directions:
1. Answer question #1 below.
2. Watch the two video clips.
3. Reflect: Answer the following Reflection of the video clips.
4. Prepare: Finally, PREPARE for the Discussion: Try to reference the sources used in the
lesson
Central Question:
Should the greater sage grouse be listed as an endangered species?
1. What is the question asking? Re-write the question in your own words.

______________________________________________________________________
Reflection of videos/Prompts for Socratic Seminar
I’m a little confused about …

The most interesting claim one of the participants made was (a claim you agree with)…

Identify a claim you disagree with (specific statement) and explain WHY (be specific)

Even though I disagree with ________________, I still thought…
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I’d like to talk with other people about …
(Pick out 4 main points you would like to address in the discussion)
Point 1)

Point 2)

Point 3)

Point 4)

Identify two specific Discussion Goals you have for yourself after reading the rules to the Socratic
Seminar.
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Socratic Seminar Discussion
Rules/Norms
1. Don’t Raise hands
2. Listen Carefully
(Ex: eye contact, build upon, agreeing or disagreeing,
clarifying)
3. Address one another respectfully
(Ex: Accountable Talk)
4. Base any opinions on the text
(Ex: As stated on Line #...)
5. Address conversations to the group (no side
conversations)
6. Use sensitivity to take turns and not interrupt others
7. Monitor ‘air time’
(Look around the room and notice students who haven’t
talked)
8. Be courageous in presenting thoughts, but be flexible and
willing to change your mind in the face of new and
compelling evidence.
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Stem Questions that Facilitate & Sustain Dialogue through Accountable Talk
Agree / Disagree
• Has anyone else had a similar . . .?
• Who has a different . . .?
Clarification
• I'm not sure I understand . . .?
• Tell me more about . . .?
• Do you see gaps in my reasoning?
• Are you taking into account something different from what I have considered?
Support Questions
• Can you give us an example of . . .?
• Where in the story . . .?
• What would be a good reason for . . .?
• What is some evidence for . . .?
Cause and Effect
• Why do you think that happened?
• How could that have been prevented?
• Do you think that would happen that way again? Why?
• What are some reasons people . . .?
Benefits / Burdens
• What are some of the reasons this wouldn't (would) be a good idea?
• Would anyone like to speak to the opposite side?
• Those are some reasons this would work; what reasons might it not work?
Point of View / Perspective
• How might she/he have felt . . .?
• What do you think he/she was thinking when . . .?
• He might not like that, but can you think of someone who would?
• _____________ has expressed a different opinion. Are there others?
• Do you have a different interpretation?
• Do you have different conclusions?
• How did you arrive at your view?
Counterexample
• Would that still happen if . . . ?
• What might have made the difference?
Different Situation
• Can you describe a situation that would . . .?
• Suppose ________________. Would that still be true? Why or why not?
Solicit Questions
• What are some things that you wonder about?
• What would you like to know about?
• Are there questions we should remember now?
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Preparation

Participation

Quality of
responses

Respect and
Manners

Reflection

4 Excellent

3 Good

2 Could be
Better!

1 Unacceptable

● All reading is
complete prior to
beginning of
discussion
Annotating
Complete
● Student has
completed all
assigned work prior
to discussion,
demonstrating a
great deal of
thought and effort
Discussion Packet
● Student
contributes several
times to each topic,
but allows others to
contribute to the
discussion, too.
(TEXT-BASED)
● Student uses
accountable talk
appropriately
● Arguments are
well thought out and
well composed.
Student gives
opinions or
responds to group
members using text
evidence or other
examples

● All reading is
complete prior to
beginning of
discussion
Annotating
Complete
● Student has
completed all
assigned work prior
to discussion
Discussion Packet

● All reading is
complete prior to
beginning of
discussion
Annotating
Incomplete
● Student has
completed most of
the assigned work
prior to discussion
Discussion Packet
Incomplete

● Reading is not
complete
Missing Annotating
● Work is not
complete
Discussion Packet
not done

● Student
contributes at least
two time to the topic
(Text-based)

● Student
contributes at
least one time
(Text-based)

● Student hardly
ever talks OR never
gives anyone else a
turn to talk

● Student uses
accountable talk
appropriately
● Arguments are
well thought out and
well composed with
little difficulty.
Student gives
opinions or
responds to group
members; often
uses examples or
text evidence
● Student always
listens when others
are speaking
● Student
sometimes gives
feedback or asks
follow-up questions
● Student
occasionally helps
those who are
struggling
● Student is almost
always polite and
courteous

● Sometimes
student forgets to
use accountable
talk
● Arguments not
very well thought
out or composed.
Student often
gives opinions, but
rarely responds to
others OR does
not use evidence
to support ideas
● I can’t tell if this
person is listening,
but he/she looks
like he/she is
● Student usually
just answers the
questions; does
not respond to
what others say
● Sometimes
student forgets to
be polite

● Student never
uses accountable
talk
● No arguments
were made or
arguments were not
well thought out or
composed. Student
sometimes gives
opinions, but never
responds to others

-Student identifies
most discussion
strengths and
weaknesses
-Reflection shows
thoughtfulness with
some details and
examples of

-Student identifies
some discussion
strengths and
weaknesses
-Reflection shows
some details and
examples of
learning

-Student did not
identify discussion
strengths and
weaknesses
-Reflection lacks or
is missing details
and examples of
learning

● Student always
listens while others
are speaking and
looks at them
● Student provides
feedback, asks
follow-up questions,
and gives
compliments
● Student often
helps those who are
struggling
● Student is
courteous and polite
at all times
-Student
demonstrates
personal discussion
strengths and
weaknesses
-Reflection shows
thorough
thoughtfulness and
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● Student
sometimes writes
notes, reads, or
spaces out when
others are speaking
● Student says rude
or inappropriate
things to others
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has supporting
details and
examples of deeper
learning.
-All parts of the
reflection are
complete and well
done.
-Student
established strong
clear goals for
future learning and
discussions based
on the areas where
they need to make
more progress

learning
-The reflection is
complete
-Student
established goals
for future learning
and discussions
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-The reflection is
incomplete
-Student
established some
goals for future
learning and
discussions

-The reflection is not
complete
-Student did not
establish goals for
future learning and
discussions
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Name____________________________________________ Period_____________#____________

Socratic Seminar Analysis (after discussion)
Should the sage grouse be listed as an endangered species?
1. How often did you participate and did your comments use video-based evidence? Identify a
thought/idea that you wish you had the opportunity to discuss or share with your peers.

2. Self Assessment
Taking a position on a question

5

4

3

2

1

Using evidence to support a position or presenting factual information

5

4

3

2

1

Drawing another person into the discussion

5

4

3

2

1

Asking a clarifying question or moving the discussion along

5

4

3

2

1

Highlighting and marking the text with questions/commentary

5

4

3

2

1

3. Did you gain a better understanding of factors that have caused the possible listing of the sage
grouse as an endangered species?

Which number best describes your understanding of the focus issue? [circle one]
1

2

3

NO DEEPER

4

5
MUCH DEEPER
UNDERSTANDING

4. Did your view on protecting the sage grouse change due to this discussion? In what ways - Be
specific?

5. What is your goal for the next discussion we have?

6. Explain at least one point/argument from the discussion that you had not thought of before and
“made you think” (You do not have to necessarily agree with the points/arguments)
Additional comments:
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